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Abstract

Prepositions are frequently occurring polyse-001
mous words. Disambiguation of prepositions002
is crucial in tasks like semantic role labelling,003
question answering, text entailment, and noun004
compound paraphrasing. In this paper, we005
propose a novel methodology for preposition006
sense disambiguation (PSD), which does not007
use any linguistic tools. In a supervised set-008
ting, the machine learning model is presented009
with sentences wherein prepositions have been010
annotated with ‘senses’. These ‘senses’ are011
IDs in what is called ‘The Preposition Project012
(TPP)’. We use the hidden layer representa-013
tions from pre-trained BERT and its variants.014
The latent representations are then classified015
into the correct sense ID using a Multi-Layer016
Perceptron. The datasets used for this task are017
from SemEval-2007 Task-6 and Oxford En-018
glish Corpus (OEC). Our methodology gives019
an accuracy of 86.85% on the SemEval task,020
which is better than the state-of-the-art.021

1 Introduction022

Prepositions are among the foremost commonly023

used terms and they are the most ambiguous words024

in English (Baldwin et al., 2009). According to025

the British National Corpus (Clear, 1993, BNC),026

prepositions account for four of the top 10 most027

frequently used terms in English (of, to, in, and028

for). They can impart different context to other029

parts of the sentences i.e. noun, verbs etc. It can030

be tricky to identify the meaning (or ‘sense’) of the031

preposition in a given sentence.032

This ambiguity renders the task of disambigua-033

tion of prepositions to be a significant one. It helps034

in semantic role labeling (Ye and Baldwin, 2006),035

where the task is to identify predicates, extract their036

arguments, and label the arguments with predefined037

semantic roles. In most cases, the predicate is a038

verb, and argument is a noun phrase (subject) or a039

preposition phrase (direct object or indirect object).040

Consider the following example:041

John ate some rice with1 lentil soup 042

with2 a spoon with3 his friend. 043

# Sense ID Relation Complement

1 1(1) Accompanier
anything that can accompany
the attachment point

2 4(3) Means
an instrument in
the action described by
the attachment point

3 9(7) Concomitant
sb or sth linked with
subject via the POA

Table 1: Senses of the three occurrences of with in the
above example. (sb: somebody; sth: something)

Table 1 explains how a prepositions can take 044

different meanings. TPP gives several insights 045

for each preposition sense in detail. Select terms 046

like Sense ID, semantic relation and complement 047

properties have been noted for the above example. 048

Sense IDs are essentially labels defined by TPP. 049

The integer outside the bracket refers to the super 050

sense, and the integer inside the bracket refers to 051

the sense of the preposition. Mapping for super- 052

senses and list of all possible meanings for any 053

preposition can be found on the TPP website1. 054

Understanding the sense of the preposition can 055

help us understand fine semantic relations in the 056

sentence. This can be instrumental in other NLP 057

tasks, like question-answering. In the example 058

from Table 1, if the sense of with (Accompa- 059

nier, Means, Concomitant) is identified, we can 060

answer questions like - What does John eat with 061

rice? (lentil soup), What does John eat rice with? 062

(spoon), Who does John eat with? (friend). Fur- 063

ther, SemEval-2013 Task4 (Hendrickx et al., 2013) 064

discusses that prepositions are a preferred choice 065

when it comes to understanding and expressing a 066

relation between the components of a noun com- 067

pound. Following up on this, Ponkiya et al. (2018) 068

states that prepositional paraphrasing is a crucial 069

step in the paraphrasing of noun compounds. Sim- 070

1https://www.clres.com/
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Figure 1: Model architecture for PSD. Latent repre-
sentation of a transformer-based pre-trained encoder is
passed through an MLP for each preposition.

ilarly, the application of PSD can also be seen in071

text entailment, phrasal verb paraphrasing, etc.072

In this paper, we make use of more recent word073

representations from pretrained transformer-based074

language models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).075

Du et al. (2019) indicates that different hidden076

layers of language models learn different things.077

We identified the preposition-specific hidden layer,078

which improved the performance. Our approach079

achieved slightly better accuracy than the current080

state-of-the-art, without using any linguistic tool.081

2 Related Work082

Litkowski (2013) used lemmatizer, dependency083

parser as well as WordNet to extract features to084

get the senses of the prepositions to achieve state-085

of-the-art accuracy of 85.7% on the task of preposi-086

tion sense disambiguation using the SemEval-2007087

dataset. Average accuracy within 5% of the state-088

of-the-art, has been achieved in Srikumar and Roth089

(2013) and Hovy et al. (2010). Recently, Gong090

et al. (2018) used combined word vectors of left091

and right context as well as a context interplay vec-092

tor as features to train the sense classifier. Hassani093

and Lee (2017) used deep convolutional neural net-094

works along with lexical and syntactic features as095

well as word embeddings for sense disambiguation096

of spatial prepositions.097

The contextualized BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)098

embeddings have been shown to be capable of clus-099

tering polysemic words into distinct sense regions100

in the embedding space (Wiedemann et al., 2019).101

Among the work done on the use of embeddings for102

word sense disambiguation (WSD) is Peters et al.103

(2018) that incorporated the pre-trained ELMo em-104

beddings as WSD features. A study by Du et al.105

(2019) fine-tuned BERT and used various internal106

representations from the BERT encoder as features107

for WSD. Gessler and Schneider (2021) uses con-108

textualized embeddings from BERT and its variants 109

as representations of different senses of the prepo- 110

sitions. The sentences from the dataset are ranked 111

according to the cosine similarity of these represen- 112

tations with those of the tokens from the dataset. 113

3 Our Approach 114

The crux of our approach is in using the embed- 115

dings learnt by the pre-trained transformer mod- 116

els. We hypothesize that the latent representa- 117

tions learnt by pre-trained transformer models have 118

‘sense discriminative’ capabilities, for each prepo- 119

sition. Using a preposition-specific Multi-Layer 120

Perceptron (MLP) classifier, these representations 121

are classified into corresponding senses. 122

We use BERT and its variants to get a contextual 123

representation of a preposition. We provide a sen- 124

tence as input to the model and get a representation 125

of the preposition from different layers. We use a 126

development set to decide which hidden-layer rep- 127

resentation is best for each of the prepositions. If 128

the i-th token in the sentence S is the preposition, 129

then the representation from j-th layer, vij is 130

vij = BERT (S, i, j) (1) 131

We treat j (hidden layer number) as a hyper- 132

parameter and use a development set to fine-tune. 133

We feed the contextual representation vij to a single 134

hidden layer MLP network, with softmax as final 135

activation, to predict the sense of the preposition. 136

4 Experiments 137

In our approach, the sentence and the preposition 138

are passed as inputs to the model. The pre-trained 139

transformer models then generate the latent repre- 140

sentation of the preposition in the sentence to be 141

classified by the MLP classifier. 142

4.1 Datasets 143

We use the SemEval-2007 Task 6 dataset for testing 144

our methodology for PSD. The corpus consists of 145

24,633 sentences in total. The dataset uses a reposi- 146

tory of 334 senses for 34 prepositions. Surprisingly, 147

75 senses do not have a single example. 148

We also used the Oxford English Corpus (OEC) 149

dataset2 for our experiments as it contains data for 150

much more prepositions than the SemEval-2007 151

dataset. This corpus contains 7,650 sentences cov- 152

ering 635 senses for 259 prepositions (including 153

2http://oxforddictionaries.com/us/
words/the-oxford-english-corpus
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Dataset System Techniques Used Accuracy(%)

SemEval Ye and Baldwin (2007) chunker, dependency parser, named entity extractor, WordNet 69.3
Litkowski (2013) lemmatizer, dependency parser, WordNet 85.7
Gonen and Goldberg (2016) multilingual corpus, aligner, dependency parser 81.3
Gong et al. (2018) Word2Vec with fixed context size 80.0
Our System pretrained transformers, multi-layer perceptrons 86.9

OEC Gong et al. (2018) Word2Vec with fixed context size 40.0
Our System pretrained transformers, multi-layer perceptrons 63.2

Table 2: Performance of our system for PSD compared with reported results on various datasets.

phrases judged to be multi-word expressions dis-154

playing preposition behaviour).155

For the SemEval dataset, we use the custom test156

and train sets provided by the task to train our157

model. For the OEC corpus, as no training and test158

data is given separately, we divide the corpus into159

training and test set using 80:20 split and then eval-160

uate our models on the test set thus obtained. We161

carry the experiments for various train-test splits162

(every time we train the model from scratch) and163

report average accuracy.164

4.2 Training165

We experiment with BERT-base, BERT-large, Dis-166

tilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019), Big Bird (Zaheer et al.,167

2020), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and ALBERT168

(Lan et al., 2019) using the Hugging-face library169

(Wolf et al., 2020) to load pertained models. The170

experiments consisted of choosing the best hidden171

layer of transformers for extracting the latent repre-172

sentation. Since we use the pre-trained transformer173

models for extracting representations for the prepo-174

sitions, we froze the transformers’ parameters dur-175

ing the MLP classifier training. So, the training176

only optimizes the parameters of the MLP classi-177

fier. We use Adam optimizer (default parameters)178

and the Cross-Entropy Loss for the training.179

For evaluating the overall performance on the180

task, we find the accuracy of individual classifiers.181

We then compute the average overall prepositions182

for comparison with the baseline.183

5 Results and Discussions184

The results for our experiments using variants of185

the BERT model are shown in Table 3. The clas-186

sifier for each representation was trained with the187

hidden layer that gave the best validation accu-188

racy. It is observed that the classifier based on the189

representations from Big Bird performs the best190

amongst all the variants. The comparison of our191

system with other systems has been shown in Table192

Model Accuracy(%)

BERT - base 85.4
BERT - large 86.1
DistilBERT 81.5
RoBERTa 83.8
Big Bird 86.9
ALBERT 83.4

Table 3: Performance of our system when using differ-
ent pre-trained encoder models on the SemEval dataset.

2, and as can be seen, our system outperforms all 193

the existing systems. Additionally, our system is 194

language-agnostic and does not require linguistic 195

tools or static word embedding, unlike other work 196

done in PSD. 197

Error Analysis 198

Some prepositions like through, on and after give 199

accuracy less than 75%. We studied the misclassi- 200

fied samples to understand why the model is unable 201

to learn their senses well. One big reason is the data 202

imbalance. This can be validated while comparing 203

the prepositions on and of. They both have a simi- 204

lar number of classes (20 and 17 respectively), but 205

of has almost 4 times the data than on. Given this, 206

it can be predicted that of should have significantly 207

higher accuracy than on. Surprisingly, accuracy 208

for of (0.84) is faintly better than accuracy for on 209

(0.83). After deeper analysis, it appears that though 210

of has the highest number of datapoints per sense 211

in the dataset, the distribution is highly skewed. 9 212

out of 17 senses of of get only 8% of the data, while 213

the 4 most frequent senses enjoy about 75% of the 214

data. Many senses with few data points (∼10) were 215

mostly classified as a 3(1b), a sense with a high 216

number (∼700) of data. For preposition on, there 217

are cases of improper distribution, but much fewer 218

than of, which creates the disparity in the result. 219

We observed that if the difference of data be- 220

tween two senses was not large, the model failed to 221
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distinguish between the senses properly. For exam-222

ple, among the senses of preposition of, the sense223

11(6) represents ‘noun representing the subject of224

action denoted in the POA’ and the sense 12(6a)225

represents ‘noun representing the object of action226

denoted in the POA’. The former sense was often227

predicted as the latter suggests that the model fails228

to identify the finer nuance in their meanings. On229

the contrary, if the meaning of the sense is starkly230

different from others, it can be easy for the model231

to correctly predict the sense. For example, for the232

preposition above, the sense 9(3) only had 8 sen-233

tences, but still got 100% accuracy during testing.234

The reason behind this becomes clear after looking235

at how all the 5 senses of above are defined. Sense236

9(3) complements an established norm or a spec-237

ified amount like ‘above average’, ‘above $ 19’,238

’above 90%’. This makes it easier for the model to239

identify the pattern and differentiate among senses.240

Robustness of our approach241

The sense of any preposition is highly influenced242

by the governor (attachment) and the complement243

of the preposition (Gessler and Schneider, 2021).244

Changing a word can change the preposition sense,245

which makes it crucial to discuss our model’s ro-246

bustness to minor changes in the input. We do this247

experiment for four randomly chosen prepositions.248

We report sentences for which the sense changes249

in Table 4 and sentences for which sense doesn’t250

change in Table 5. The changes in input were251

made by altering the complement of the preposition252

(changing the prepositional phrase), the associated253

verb (governor) in the sentence, or a combination254

of these. Since actual labels for these sentences are255

not available, we verified them manually by going256

Sentence Exp Pred

I ate bread with butter. 1(1) 1(1)
I ate bread with a fork. 4(3) 4(3)
I ate bread with disgust. 7(5) 7(5)
It was his first visit to Africa. 1(1) 1(1)
It was his first exposure to Americans. 8(3) 8(3)
It was similar to his first visit. 10(4a) 10(4a)
I live in India. 1(1) 1(1)
I live in the moment. 3(2) 3(2)
I live in the terror of dying. 5(4) 5(4)
He read a book by Roald Dahl. 4(1c) 4(1c)
He read a book by the end of the day. 5(2) 5(2)
He placed the book by the table. 18(5) 18(5)

Table 4: Sentences with different preposition sense and
predicted outputs (Exp: Expected, Pred: Predicted) 3

Sentence Exp Pred

I ate bread with butter. 1(1) 1(1)
I ate bread with butter and jam. 1(1) 1(1)
I ate bread with some butter. 1(1) 5(3a)
It was his first visit to Africa. 1(1) 1(1)
It was his first journey to America. 1(1) 1(1)
It was his first visit to that country. 1(1) 1(1)
I live in India. 1(1) 1(1)
I live in my home. 1(1) 1(1)
I sleep in my own house. 1(1) 1(1)
He read a book by Roald Dahl. 4(1c) 4(1c)
He read a book by a famous author. 4(1c) 4(1c)
He found a book by Roald Dahl. 4(1c) 4(1c)

Table 5: Sentences with the same preposition sense and
predicted outputs (Exp: Expected, Pred: Predicted) 3

through their definition. 257

For most of the examples in Tables 4 and 5, the 258

model outputs matched the expected senses, indi- 259

cating that our model is robust to small changes in 260

input. However, consider the third sentence for the 261

preposition with in Table 5. Based on the manual 262

evaluation, the preposition should have the sense 263

1(1), which means accompanied by (another per- 264

son or thing). However, we can see that the model 265

outputs the sense 5(3), which describes a material 266

used for a purpose. Both these sense descriptions 267

could be similar for some cases, including our ex- 268

ample. This ambiguity points to an important as- 269

pect that, even for humans, it could be difficult to 270

decide one particular sense for a preposition in a 271

sentence. 272

6 Conclusion and Future Work 273

This paper proposes a transformer-based method 274

for PSD, which only relies on pre-trained language 275

models. Among BERT variants, Big Bird performs 276

the best, giving state-of-the-art results without re- 277

lying on any linguistic machinery, thus drastically 278

reducing the human effort required for the task. 279

This methodology can also be extended to low re- 280

source languages, where linguistic resources are 281

absent, as the BERT model is trained on the un- 282

annotated text corpus. In the future, we would like 283

to investigate data augmentation techniques to ex- 284

pand the training dataset. The substitution of point 285

of attachment or complement with ‘similar’ words 286

seems promising. 287

3The description of exact senses, for each preposi-
tion, can be found at https://www.clres.com/db/
TPPEditor.html
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